The Choice
for life science apparel & facility service programs

Solutions for pharmaceutical, biotech, diagnostic, GMP, and R&D operations.
A well-designed, coordinated work apparel program from UniFirst delivers the **professional image** you want and helps build team spirit. It’s the best way to clearly establish employee identity and generate public confidence. And with our **specialized life science programs** and **facility service products**, we also assist in meeting your contamination control goals.

Whether it’s our specialized garment and protective clothing programs, our floor mat and microfiber wiper services, or our germ-killing GOJO® and Purell® hand hygiene products, you can count on UniFirst for managed solutions that satisfy your staff, help protect your “product”; and benefit your bottom line.

**The products shown here are just a sampling of our comprehensive life science offering. If you don’t see what you’re looking for, simply inquire with your UniFirst representative.**
UniFirst managed apparel rental services for life science operations include specialized laundering and processing within our strict Product Protection Process (PPP), which features portal-to-portal sanitization controls that deliver hygienically clean results you can’t get with more traditional laundering methods.

Our specialized wash formulas and procedures exceed ASTM, OSHA, and CDC protocols, and use EPA registered agents that “ultra” clean and remove contaminants, and produce self-sanitizing effects on fabrics.

Plus, our UniFirst employee Team Partners are specially trained in the many safety procedures and precautions required when servicing the unique needs of your industry.

For hygienically clean, high-quality apparel, trust UniFirst.
Scrub tops, pants & jackets

**Unisex Polyester Scrub Tops & Pants**
These unisex scrubs are reversible for twice the wear. Comfortable fit for all body types. Color-coded sizing on shirt label and pant drawstring. 100% spun polyester.
Colors: Navy (05), Jade (79), Ciel Blue (89), Misty (FZ)

**UNISEX SCRUB TOPS**
V-neck, short sleeves, convenient chest pocket, and lower pocket.
72SA XS–5XL

**UNISEX SCRUB PANTS**
Drawstring tie waist and cargo pocket with pencil stall.
72SB XS–5XL

**Unisex Warm-Up Scrub Jackets**
Features long sleeves, two pockets, metal snaps, and color-coded sizing. 100% spun polyester.
Colors: Navy (05), Jade (79), Ciel Blue (89), Misty (FZ)
72SC S–5XL
Unisex Poplin Scrub Tops & Pants
These distinctive, quality scrubs come in a wide variety of colors and sizes, making it easy to mix and match or to color-code staff from different departments. 5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton Fashion Poplin®.
Colors: See chart below.

UNISEX SCRUB TOPS
4254 XS–5XL

UNISEX SCRUB PANTS
Easy-glide drawcord closure. Right back pocket.
1276 XS–5XL Regular; XS–3XL Tall

Unisex Ultimate Cargo Pants
Multi-stitched elastic comfort waistband with inside drawcord. Left leg double cargo pocket with hook-and-loop closure for outside pocket. Right side leg divided cargo pocket with snap scissor tab closure. Two side slant inside pockets. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.
Colors: See chart below.
7245 XS–5XL

Unisex Warm-Up Jackets
Clean styling with raglan sleeves and coordinating knit cuffs. Snap front closure. Two lower pockets with scissor holder in right. 5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Black (12), Ciel Blue (89), Burgundy (90), Sage (DL), Fir Green (HS), Dark Teal (HU)
4502 XS–5XL

Colors:
- Navy (05)
- White (07)
- Black (12)
- Ciel Blue (89)
- Burgundy (90)
- Sage (DL)
- Fir Green (HS)
- Dark Teal (HU)
Scrub tops & pants

**Unisex Scrub Top**

Long Sleeve Unisex Scrub Tops
Crewneck, pocketless scrub tops with coordinating knit cuffs. Poly/cotton.
Color: Ciel Blue (89)
7243  S–7XL

**Unisex Scrub Pants**
Pocketless drawstring scrub pants with elastic at waist and ankles. Poly/cotton.
Color: Ciel Blue (89)
7242  S–7XL

**Unisex Long Sleeve V-Neck Scrub Shirts**
Colors: Navy (05), Jade (79), Ciel Blue (89)
7246  XS–5XL
Unisex Protective Lab Coats
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Ciel Blue (89)

UniWear® Men’s Lab Coats
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

Unisex Lab Coats
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

Women’s Lab Coats
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

UniFirst rental programs include lab coat pressing at no additional charge.
Lab coats

**UniWear® Lab Coats**
UniWear® comfort in five distinct colors. Allows departmentalization by color. Knee-length coat with features designed for GMP compliance including no outer pockets, elastic knit cuffs, and snap closures. 100% spun polyester. Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

**KNIT CUFFS**
- Inner pocket.  
  - 50AY S–6XL

**OPEN CUFFS**
- Inner pocket.  
  - 50AZ S–6XL

**Not available in Grey (03) or Tan (06).**

**50ZY** XS–5XL

---

**Lab Coats with Knit Cuffs**

Color: White (07)

**2550** XS–5XL

---

**Snap-Front Lab Coats**
Five-gripper closure. One-piece, lined, notched lapel. Interior left breast pocket, bartacked pencil stall, and two lower pockets. Side vent openings. 5 oz. performance blend poplin; 80/20 poly/combed cotton.

Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

**2533** White XXS–6XL Reg, L–3XL Tall; Lt. Blue S–6XL
Unisex Static Control (ESD) Lab and Counter Coats
Left chest pocket and front patch pockets.
Lapel collar, snap closures on front and sleeves. 65/34/1 poly/cotton/carbon.
Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09)
LAB COAT 2542 XS–5XL unisex sizes
COUNTER COAT 2539 XS–5XL unisex sizes

UniWear® Unisex Counter Coats
UniWear® comfort in a blazer style coat with notched lapel. Three-button closure. Left chest and front patch pockets. 80/20 poly/cotton.
Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09) 2526 38–56 even chest sizes only

UniFirst rental programs include lab coat pressing at no additional charge.
Smocks & pants

**Women’s Smocks**
Notched collar. Two deep patch pockets. Four-button closure. 80/20 poly/cotton poplin.

- **3/4 SLEEVE**
  Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10), Royal Blue (25)
  **4544** S–2XL

- **SHORT SLEEVE**
  Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)
  **4520** S–2XL

**SofTwill® Service Pants**
These SofTwill® flat front service pants feature hook-and-eye closure, heavy-duty brass zipper, and a non-roll, dress style waistband for maximum comfort. Seven belt loops. Reinforced at stress points. 7.75 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Khaki (87)

**10HE** Waist 28–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35”

For the UniFirst location serving your area, call 800.225.3364
Flame resistant (FR) apparel

Protect workers, comply with safety regulations, and limit legal liabilities.

Armorex FR® Work Pants
ATPV 10.2, PPE 2
Cut with the same comfort features as our most popular work pants, these protective FR pants feature plain front styling, and a non-roll, dress style waistband with button for a neat look. Two front pockets and two rear welt pockets (left has button). Reinforced at all stress points. 8.5 oz. Tecasafe® Plus. Made by UniFirst.
Color: Navy (05)
10TS Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; custom hemmed up to 35”

Armorex FR® Food Service Work Shirts
ATPV 10.1, PPE 2 (Navy)
ATPV 9.0, PPE 2 (Lt. Blue, Khaki)
Designed to aid HACCP/GFSI compliance with no pockets to help guard against cross-contamination. Premium banded collar for a more professional appearance. Front closure has concealed stainless steel snaps. 7 oz. Tecasafe® Plus.
Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)
09AU S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

Armorex FR® Work Shirt
ATPV 10.1, PPE 2
Designed to aid HACCP/GFSI compliance with no pockets to help guard against cross-contamination. Premium banded collar for a more professional appearance. Front closure has concealed stainless steel snaps. 7 oz. Tecasafe® Plus.
Made by UniFirst.
Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)
09AU S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

Unisex FR Lab Coats with Chemical Splash Protection
ATPV 5.6, PPE 1
Help protect lab workers from multiple hazards. Nomex® flame resistance plus Westex® ShieldTEC to help protect against inadvertent chemical splash. FR-only knit cuffs offer improved safety over traditional open-cuff lab coat designs. Concealed snap front and neck closures. Splash-resistant pass-throughs. Three pockets, including two lower pockets with snap front closures. UL® Classified to meet NFPA 2112. 4.5 oz. Nomex III A.
Color: Royal Blue (25)
25NY XS–3XL

FR Lab Coat
25EA

or visit our website at UniFirst.com.
UniFirst helps you achieve your “clean process” safety goals through our Product Protection Process (PPP) which includes:

- Hygienic, custom formula laundering
- Product quality inspections
- Documented, verifiable processing
- Poly-wrap garment protection (optional)
- Portal-to-portal sanitization controls

**UniWeave® Food Service Shirts with Knit Cuffs**

UniWeave® Soft Comfort with knit cuffs. 65/35 poly/cotton knit cuffs.
*Made by UniFirst.*

Color: White (07)

**UniWeave® Pocketless Food Service Shirts with Snap Cuffs**

*Made by UniFirst*

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)

**Pocketless Long Sleeve Shirt**

03UA  S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

**Pocketless Short Sleeve Shirt**

0198  S–5XL Regular; L–5XL Tall

**UniWeave® Pocketless Food Service Shirts with Snap Cuffs**
UniFirst® Micro Piqué Polos
UniFirst® pocketless polo shirts feature innovative UniWick moisture management technology for maximum breathability and comfort. Other features include double needle stitching, set-in hemmed sleeves, tag-free taped neck, side vents, and wrinkle resistance. 3.8 oz. snag-resistant spun polyester warp knit fabric. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), Kelly Green (23), Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), Raspberry (88)*, Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP), Lt. Pink (NP)*

*Women’s only.

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Three dyed-to-match rubber buttons. Flat knit collar.
04MM XS–6XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
05MM XS–4XL

Micro Piqué Gripper Polos
A button-free polo built specifically with the food and beverage industry in mind. Moisture-wicking and snag-resistant, this hardworking gripper polo will stand up to a long day’s work.
Features a tag-free label, flat knit collar, three stainless steel gripper snaps, side vents, and set-in, open hem sleeves. 3.8 oz. 100% polyester tricot.

Colors: Navy (06), Tan (06), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP)

04GM XS–6XL

UniFirst offers an extensive selection of polo shirts and image-enhancing workwear. To see all of our product offerings, ask your representative for a copy of our rental catalog, or visit UniFirst.com/catalogs.
UniFirst facility service customers use less water, chemicals, and labor to clean their facilities. That’s good for the environment and the bottom line.

**Floor Mat Service**
All of our UniFirst-made floor mats, from decorative carpet-tops and nitrile rubber scrapers to anti-fatigue mats, are designed for commercial foot traffic, and trap and hold dirt, dust, and moisture better than the alternatives. With UniFirst scheduled floor mat service, all soiled mats are picked up and replaced with professionally cleaned ones. Our full-service program enhances your facility’s appearance and your business image. And to address your facility safety concerns, all of our floor mats are certified as “high traction” by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).

**Microfiber Mops & Wiper Service**
UniFirst microfiber cleaning solutions support your contamination control goals. Our advanced microfiber mops, dusters, scrubbers, and wipers can be used wet or dry and allow you to clean faster with less water and chemicals. The super-absorbent fibers found in our microfiber products hold six times their weight in water, making them more absorbent than conventional cleaning products. Positively charged fibers attract and hold dust like magnets, allowing them to capture even the smallest of dust particles and germs. Using only water, microfiber cleaning products are proven to remove up to 98% of bacteria and 93% of viruses from surfaces.* UniFirst’s regular pickup, delivery, and laundering service means you’ll never run out of clean microfiber.

*Tests performed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Published in Environmental Best Practices for Health Care Facilities: Using Microfiber Mops in Hospitals.

**Ancillary products**

**Disposable Gloves & Safety Glasses**
To help safeguard employees from the most common workplace injuries, UniFirst offers a selection of personal protective equipment (PPE), including: disposable gloves, safety glasses, eyewash stations, ear plugs, and more.

See the UniFirst Facility Services catalog for the complete line of ancillary products.
Regular weekly service ensures you have what you need, when you need it.

**Hand Care, Soap & Sanitizer Service**
UniFirst has teamed up with GOJO® the best name in the hand care industry, to offer you a wide array of hand care and hygiene solutions that fight germs and help reduce cross-contamination.

Our dispensing systems are available in automatic “touchless” and traditional manual dispensing options that provide efficient portion controls resulting in less waste. For ease of use and to safeguard against contamination, our snap-in-place refill containers are also factory-sealed.

**Paper Towel & Sanitary Toilet Paper**
To provide sustainable restroom cleanliness and hygiene solutions, UniFirst supplies TORK® towel and tissue products by SCA, which are Green Seal and ECOLOGO® certified and manufactured from base paper that is 100% recycled.

Portion-controlled paper dispensing systems reduce waste and come in traditional and “touchless” options. Easy-to-refill designs also help reduce maintenance time and costs.

**Air Freshener Service**
UniFirst offers environmentally friendly air freshener systems that neutralize odors at the molecular level, eliminating unnecessary chemical “masking” that could affect air quality. All of our odor control products meet stringent clean air standards and dispense fragrance in accordance with guidelines established by the International Fragrance Association to protect the environment and human health.

Our most popular air freshener system, TCell™ provides the perfect environmental solution because it does not contain propellants or added VOCs, its components are all recyclable, and the standard dispenser requires no batteries.

We also offer a complete line of restroom products and services not shown. Just ask your UniFirst representative about other facility service options.
Why UniFirst rental?

**ECONOMICAL SERVICE**

UniFirst rental service lowers overall costs
- Eliminates upfront clothing investment costs
- Reduces inventory requirements, maintenance, and administration
- Includes regular inspections of all garments and products for automatic repairs or replacements
- Provides a dedicated service team to address questions or concerns

**PROFESSIONAL IMAGE**

UniFirst life science apparel promotes a clean, consistent, and professional staff image
- Provides professional-looking, well-fitted work garments
- Coordinates a unified look for all staff members
- Offers practical, high-quality choices for all departments
- Delivers clean, finished, ready-for-wear work garments
- Improves security and identification

**GARMENT SAFETY**

UniFirst managed apparel programs complement overall contamination initiatives
- Assures hygienically clean garments with our Product Protection Process
- Helps prevent cross-contamination risks in “ultra-clean” environments
- Meets or exceeds OSHA and CDC guidelines for laundering processes
- Keeps work clothing safe for staff and “products”

**IMPROVED HYGIENE**

UniFirst hand hygiene stations and facility service programs improve safety and cleanliness
- Improves facility cleanliness and infection control practices
- Features GOJO® and Purell® hand hygiene products for almost any requirement
- Includes functional floor mats and advanced microfiber cleaning products
- Ensures automatic delivery and restocking, so products never run out

Need specialized cleanroom services? Ask about our UniClean subsidiary.

- Sterile and non-sterile garment services for cleanrooms and other “ultra-clean” work environments
- ISO 3 and ISO 4 processing facilities, national coverage
- Contamination controls, including cleanroom cleaning, fogging, and environmental monitoring
- Cleanroom certifications
- Direct sale of consumable products (tacky mats, bouffant caps, wipers, etc.)
- Cleanroom facility equipment including evaluation, layout, and installation
- Full line of arc-rated, flame resistant cleanroom coverings